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levices, and fountains. That stylized beast has an enormous
protuberant forehead that swells until it embraces the
whole of the body, from the blubber lips that resemble
a retrousse nose to the forked tail. If that is like anything,
it resembles the porpoise—the despised beast that is called
by the French marsouin, after the Germans* meeres-schwein—
sea-hog. . . . And whereas the dolphin glides elegantly
through the water, the porpoise rolls on the waves with the
motions of an intoxicated sailor. It pays no attention to
music and is in no sense the friend of man except that its
hide provides completely water-tight boots. I had a pair
made by the village cobbler at Bonnington in 1903, and wore
them on every wet day after that, right through the war,
in landscapes swimming with mud, and they were still going
and completely water-tight on the feet of my batman
long after the world had been made unfit for war. . . .
Alas! . . .
S
To-day the sea off Africa, Gibraltar, and Spain is alike
ruffled and grey; the wind is from the North-East, the day
gloomy and the continents wrapped in melancholy. The
bottom of the sea remains invisible and the dolphins are
gone. . . . Not a fin. Not a back.
And then . . . dismay and disaster. A Frenchman—
the only one on this boat that carried almost exclusively
Wop adults, Wop-American schoolboys in howling hundreds
going to serenade Mr, Mussolini, and some Palestinian Jews
... a dyspeptic-looking Frenchman, then, has just ap-
proached me. With the air of one glad to be able to commu-
nicate something disagreeable, he has asked me in Italian
what I am looking for in the water. I say in French:
Dolphins. . . ,
He declares that there are no dolphins in these seas. I
say I have seen thousands of them; hundreds of times;
looking at them has frequently dissipated my neurasthenias.
He says what I had seen had been sharks. The sea there
had been so infested with sharks that they had completely
cleared the waters of all other forms of piscine life-

